# Migration Seminar Series – Spring 2015

**Time:** Wed 3.30-5.00pm @ Global Studies Resource Centre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| February 4 | **The challenge of transnational care: migration, ageing and inequality.**  

Dr Tanja Bastia, School of Environment, Education and Development, University of Manchester. |
| February 11| **The dialectics of exploitation in migrant labour markets, poverty reduction, rights and agency – findings from the Migrating out of Poverty Research Programme Consortium**  

Dr Priya Deshingkar, Migrating out of Poverty, University of Sussex. |
| February 18| **Fear of foreigners in contemporary European fiction: “Othering“ as literary enterprise**  

Professor Ray Taras, Leverhulme Visiting Professor at the Sussex Centre for Migration Research. |
| February 25 | **Between Exclusion, Oppression and Empowerment - African Labor migrants and Asylum seekers in Israel 1990-2014**  

Professor Galia Sabar, Department of Middle Eastern and African History, Tel Aviv University. |
| March 9-10  | **Third annual Sussex Migration Graduate Conference.**  

See separate programme for details. |
| March 11    | **SCMR-JEMS 2nd Annual Conference: Comparative Perspectives on Migration.**  

Speakers: Professor Richard Alba, Distinguished Professor CUNY New York; Professor Adrian Favell, SciencePo Paris; Professor Gokce Yurdakul, Humboldt University Berlin; Professor Charles Watters, University of Sussex; Dr Rahsaan Maxwell, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Dr Antje Ellerman, University of British Columbia. Dr Claire Dwyer, UCL, London.  

Separate programme for details. Event is open, for catering purposes please register Sharon Krummel by Feb 27th S.A.Krummel@sussex.ac.uk |
| March 18    | **Discussing zwarte piet in the Netherlands: activism, counter publics and cultural change**  

Dr Marcel Maussen, Faculty of Social and Behavioural Sciences, University of Amsterdam. |

**Plus a SCMR-Sussex Africa Centre joint seminar (to be re-arranged!)**